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SSHURSA statement for full investigations and resignation of ministers
Tuesday 11 December 2012

SOUTH SUDAN HUMAN RIGHTS SOCIETY FOR ADVOCACY Juba, South Sudan
December 10, 2012
SSHURSA calls for full investigations, resignation of the Ministers of Security and Interior and urges for speedy trial of the
assassins:
As Isaiah Diing Abraham Chan Awuol has been laid to rest on Sunday December 9, 2012, the South Sudan Human Rights
Society for Advocacy (SSHURSA) makes this press statement, calling once again upon the South Sudanese authorities in Juba
to carry out impartial, speedy, fair and well-intentioned investigations to ascertain who murdered the late!
The murder of Isaiah Abraham makes December 5, the darkest and bloody day that will
never be forgotten in South Sudan by a South Sudanese or any person who believes in the democratic values and rule of law
principles for which Isaiah died for. On this day, an
advocate for voiceles poor South Sudanese majority and a symbol of justice, hope and fight against violations of human rights
was eliminated. This remains a big blow in the fight against evils which are consuming up South Sudan but SSHURSA will fight
till justice is achieved for the late. The questions remain; who killed him? Where are his
assassins and when are they going to be brought to justice and be convicted?
The answers to these questions lie with the South Sudan’s leadership and SSHURSA will continue asking them until the
authorities answer them in affairmative.
SSHURSA also calls upon Minister of Security in the Office of the President and Minister of Interior to immediately resign from
their positions because they have failed to prevent the assassination of Isaiah Abraham and equally fail to protect people in
Juba against organized killings.
As the world celebrates Human Rights Day today; December 10, SSHURSA deeply mourns the loss of the innocent Isaiah
Abraham. Once again, SSHURSA sends condolences to the family of the late and also calls upon the public to remain calm
while asnwers are waited from the Government of South Sudan.
Signed for and on behalf of SSHURSA
By: Biel Boutros Biel,
Executive Director, SSHURSA
Cc: National Human Rights Commission
South Sudan Human Rights Society For Advocacy (SSHURSA) is a non political
and non profit making organization founded in 2007 with its vision geared towards
building an enlightened Human Rights abiding South Sudan. Its mission is
to monitor, document human rights vioaltions in South Sudan and train general
public on the respect and importance of Human Rights, fundamental freedoms
of an individual, democracy and Rule of Law to creating responsible, justice and good
governance oriented South Sudan. SSHURSA pays particular focus on the
rights of women, children and other vulnerable groups.

